MACRO MONDAY: WK 2
Your Weekly Cross-Asset Global Markets Call
There are Always Profitable Opportunities…

Happy New Years…
2019 In Global Macro Starts With…

Fed Chair Powell Blinking…
Tip of the Spear: (KVP) Kay Van-Petersen, CMT
global macro strategist, consigliere at large & perpetual student of the markets
Week 2, Jan 7 – Jan 13

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats
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General Disclaimer: Solely Views/Opinions. Not Trading/Investing Recommendations
This presentation is provided by Saxo Capital Markets Pte. Ltd. (“Saxo Capital
Markets”) for your general information. Although all reasonable efforts have
been made to ensure that any information and commentary are accurate
and up-to-date, the presentation is updated from time to time but may not
always be up-to-date in every respect and no responsibility is accepted for
any loss arising from inaccurate or incomplete information, however
caused. Saxo Capital Markets does not warrant that all technical aspects and
functions of its platforms are explained during this presentation.
None of the information contained here constitutes an offer to purchase or
sell a financial instrument, or to make any investments. Saxo Capital
Markets does not take into account your personal investment objectives or
financial situation and makes no representation and assumes no liability as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information nor for any loss arising
from any investment based on any commentaries or information supplied
by any employee of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates. Any opinions made
are subject to change and may be personal to the author. These may not
necessarily reflect the opinion of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates.
The content of this presentation is provided on a strictly private and
confidential basis for information purposes only. It is not intended to be
distributed to any third party without the written consent of Saxo Capital
Markets.
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Last WK Review & Highlights
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Previous Week’s Highlights & Takeaways

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
Previous WK Summary:

New Year: First wk of the year – so keep
in mind liquidity, folks away, yet still a
clean slate – helps risk-on
Powell: Every Fed Chair is tested sooner
or later. On Fri’s roundtable alongside
Yellen & Bernanke, Powell laid the case
down for optionality & flexibility from the
Fed. Saying nothing is off the books, even
BS reductions. 2016 was cited several
times, Fed only hiked 1x vs. projected 4x.
This is a big turn around from Dec mtg.
Leading Indicators: Reversed the
previous bounce we had seen in Dec (Nov
Figs), as we saw misses & CH go into
contraction from a mfg. PMI basis (serv.
Beat). Yet Fri’s better than expected US
NFP (312 vs 179) & upward revisions (176
were met positively by the mkt – which is
puzzling. I.e. bad econ data in the US,
should be ‘good’ news, as it should imply
a dove skew to the Fed
EQ: Apple lowered est. that lead to a
massive sell-off of c. -10%. Yet still ened
up a big first +ve wk for EQ, with most
cases over 100% of the wk’s gains came
on Friday. BZ’s Ibovespa clocked c. +8%
FI: Despite EQ risk-on on Fri, gov yields
still tighter on the wk. US 10s are at
2.67% (L 2.54), the Fed rate is 2.40%
FX: USD losing ground, especially vs. the
Yen. AUDJPY (& JPY crosses in general)
saw huge moves, +2.3% on Fri post a 1.7% on Wed.
CMD: Oil off to a blistering start, c. +8%
Vol: Above 20, yet saw a c. -30% move
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CoT Review
@Ole_S_Hansen
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Macro Monday: CoT Report Still Pending… Given Shutdown
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
o “During the shutdown of the U.S.
federal government, the
Commitments of Traders report will
not be published. No report has been
issued by the CFTC since the week of
December 18. The ICE Europe
Exchange however continues as
normal with Brent crude oil shown to
the right” –Ole Hansen
o In the week to December 31 hedge
funds cut bullish Brent crude oil bets
by 10k lots to 152k lots. This during a
week where it reached but failed to
breach a 16-months low at $50/b, a
key psychological and technical level.
In the days that followed oil began to
recover, not least supported by
December production surveys which
found that Opec had already made
steep cuts ahead of the January start
of the Opec + agreement to cut
production by 1.2 million b/d.
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Week Ahead, Potential Opportunities,
Risks & Events…
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call - Welcome to Week 2, Jan 7 – Jan 13
Key Focus:

US / CH Trade Delegation & Discussions + Minutes FED & ECB + BoC + Powell Speaking Again + Service PMIs + Brexit Talks Resume

Central Banks (SGT):
BoC 1.75%e/p (9)
Fed Speakers (SGT):
Bostic (8/9) Evans (9/11) Rosengren (10) Barkin (10) Powell (11) Bullard (11) Clarida (11)

Other (SGT):
Carney (9, On-line Q&A)

Econ Data:
US: ISM non-mfg., TB, JOLTS, Factory Orders, Durable Goods, New Home Sales, CPI 1.9%e 2.2%p, CORE 2.2%e/p, FOMC Mins. (10, 03:00 SGT/HKT)

CH: CPI 2.1%e 2.2%p, PPI 1.6%e 2.7%p, New Loans, Money Supply 8.1%e 8.0%p
EZ: GER Factory Orders, GER IP, RS, Jobs Data
JP: Monetary Base, Cons. Conf. Avg. Cash Erns, Bank Lending
UK: House Prices, TB, IP
NZ: House Sales, Building Permits

AU: TB, Building Approvals, RS
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – Thoughts on 2019… Tough One

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

This was from year end MM WK 50

Thoughts on 2019
• Tough at the moment given how poor & bearish sentiment is, despite underlying economic growth not falling off a cliff
• For Global Macro you need to make a view on three key things: The Fed, US Fiscal Stimulus & US/CH relations
• Simplest is again if we get a blow out infrastructure bill merging form the new senate, when the Dems take over the house in Jan – signs already of a $300bn
infrastructure bank that would be funded by bonds sold solely to pension funds & states. Talking +200bp on 30yr with 40 yrs maturities & min holding period of 40yrs.
• Those yields likely could lead to be easily 10x oversubscribed – especially if it’s deemed the end/slowdown to the Fed - & could be increased to +$500bn to $1000bn. A
big fiscal stimulus like this could be strong enough to change bearish sentiment & would be a lot more supportive of global growth than simple domestic tax cuts
• Its then the Fed – with the great reversal from “far from close” to “near” from Powell in the space of a few wks where no additional rate hikes were made
• US / CH is a lot more opaque & likely now to change into a structural issue – it will not go away with this administration if Trump loses the 2020 election
• By taking Huawei’s CFO, its become a face thing again & if you recall that was the tipping point this year for trade escalation in 2Q18. Xi still has +1.4bn people whose
pride he needs to uphold.
• Would not be surprised if we saw retaliation, be it high level US executives or US companies in China having their licenses revoked (US Macau names like Sands, MGM)…
remember GM sells more cars in China than in the US… (4m to 3.5m)… so this could still get uglier – yet feels like US has still not seen much of the pain
• Classic view for 2019 would be: Fed stop/pause, EM to have a rock & roll 2019 given weaker USD, release of pressure on higher yields, been sold in 2018 & cheap
valuations, as well as relative underperformance vs. the US
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – What Seems To Be Consensus For 2019?
Consensus Views on 2019
• *US equities to finish up in 2019, positive erns call
• *Weaker USD (argument is Fed is still only game in town & where else are you going to go, in the EUR?)
• *EM over US (long-term US outperformance, EM valuations at better levels, closer to end of Fed policy, etc. )
•

*US growth better than lagging growth in JP, EZ & CH… yet also decelerating fast

• *We've seen the top in US company earnings
• *Dems/Reps. Will not be able to work out any kind of Fiscal Stimulus
• *We are in an equity bear market
• *US / CH trade deal will lead to a resolution - argument is both sides (& the world) need it, as US starts to decelerate
• *FANGS are in trouble here comes regulatory smack down
• *We've seen the top in US yields, or are very close to the top… most people see the last hike as the last… with at best one left…
• *China not yet turning around… their stimulus so far has not been enough… with last round of PMIs missing…
• *Volatility is here to stay… as uncertainty continues to reign supreme
• *Brexit is going to be a fiasco
• *China stimulus will continue to be soft & measured (quality over quantity)
• *No way Trump survives the Dems in the House… they will come after him with knives & tax subpoenas…
• *Only conviction is general lack of conviction & lack of clarity…
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – What Would Be A Surprise For 2019?
Potential Surprise Views on 2019
• *US equities break back up to knew highs….
• *Gold reverse & collapses back sub $1200, or Gold getting to $1350 [Highlighted pivot to upside on last MM of 2018]
• *Oil goes to $100 or oil goes to sub $30…
• *US recession in 2019
• *Big impactful stimulus bill
• *Volatility to go down in equities & bonds
• *Smooth Brexit
• *Sterling strengthens significantly…
• *Global growth strengthening…
• *Big time China stimulus
• *USD breaks to new highs…
• *US rates break out higher to new highs
• *US equities selling off by another -20%
• *EM equities selling off by another -30%, as well as EM spiking by +30%
• *US 10yr bonds getting to sub the Fed rate… so sub 2.50
• *Aussie (Kiwi, Swedish, Canadian) housing bouncing back higher in prices…
• *Big bounce back in EZ economic data
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – KVP Current Take?
Not Exactly High Conviction… Yet KVP Current Skew (& subject to change) In Regards to Positioning & Outlook in 2019
• A few jokers could have big implications for trends in 2019, including Fiscal stimulus in the US, CH & EZ. How China/US Trade plays out & Fed’s moves this year
• Overall thought KVP thinks EM kills it this year on a relative basis vs. DM – its taken a lot of the pain for most of 2018, we are closer to end / or at end of Fed hiking cycle,
likely implying lower USD & lower cost of capital for the world
• Its worth bearing in mind some of the EM stocks indices are down c. -30% from the highs… which means there are single stock names down -40% to -80% that still offer
great fundamentals, demographic tailwinds, potentially healthy dividends, etc.
• What the world needs, it eventually gets & currently the world needs a weaker USD & a Fed to stop raising rates
• Think USD gets absolutely crushed... It may be consensus for USD weakness, yet KVP does not feel that positioning is there in rgds to USD shorts
• Think best played vs. EM Carry FX…. Likes of MXN could have a spectacular year
• Overall, whilst no current high conviction on big macro trends… Would look to stay tactical, finding some comfort in charts & keeping a close eye on the level of volatility in
regards to position sizing & portfolio management
• Overall we are coming off a year, that saw the highest & most robust growth in over a decade – it should not be a surprise that we are decelerating from that, yet growth
not falling off a cliff… KVP feels that sentiment is to bearish on economical fundamentals… does not mean we cannot have more risk-off in capital Markets
• China economic activity to bounce in 2Q/3Q – assumes US/CH successful trade resolution – note, the stock market tends to discount things on a 3-6m horizon… so could
see the move in capital markets already in 1H19. Things like Tencent – which has been trading well above HK$ 300 over the last few wks – is off its c. HK$ 250 lows, yet is
still -33% from its 475 highs in Feb 2018
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – Few Big Picture Takes On Returns, USD vs. G10 & EM FX Since End of 2017…
How has the USD done vs. G10 FX since end of 2017?

Pretty much cleaned the floor – except for the Yen which
returned close to +4% over that period! Most of that over end of
2018 as risk-off from Equities & Bonds finally fed into FX…
What about on the EM FX side?
Dispite what spot may reveal, Total returns saw a solid gain on
the peso on USD – something KVP thinks is just getting into gear
for 2019. Should be no surprise that TRY & ARS were the worst
again the USD at c. -14% & -28%.
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – Few Big Picture Takes On Returns, How Has GBP Been Doing?
Brexit Countdown with 30 Mar 2019 Deadline Looming

[From 23 Jun 2016 to 4 Jan 2019 in Total Returns]
How has sterling fared since pre-Brexit vote vs. G10?
Clearly at the bottom of the pile, with USD & Euro which have
posted +22% & +16% vs. sterling in total returns over that
period. Even the Yen boasts a +14% outperformance
How about on the Emerging Market FX front?
Sterling has been smashed across the board from +45% on the
South African rand to +26% on the Chinese Renminbi. In fact
you have to got to the Argentine Peso & Turkish Lira (not on the
table) to get an underperformance against GBP of c. -10%
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – Few Big Picture Takes On Returns, 1year Equity Returns
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Macro Monday: WK Ahead, Potential Opportunities, Risks & Events
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – Few Big Picture Takes On Returns, 1year Commodity Returns (USD% & EUR %)
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Macro Monday’s Chartography
“Fundamentalists who say they are not going to pay any attention to the charts
are like a doctor who says he’s not going to take a patient’s temperature”
–Bruce Kovner, Legendary Trader & Founder of Caxton
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MM Back on Mon: 08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok]11:30 [Syd] 19:30[NY]
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Assets Call
Thanks again for making the time to join us on the call, or catch the replay
For Jan, there will be an MM for the following Mondays: Jan 7, Jan 14 & Jan 21
Before Resuming back on Mon Feb 18 – post the Chinese New Year Season
(KVP has a big family reunion with father-in-law turning 70)
08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok] 11:30 [Syd] 19:30[NY]
*
Wishing you, your families & teams the very best in 2019 – filled with not just consistent profitable

trading, with a focus on process, but also health, fun, laughter, growth & plenty of high quality time
with family & friends. Lets make it the best year yet. Namaste
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